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 Welcome to BUG, and the 33rd all-new episode of the BFI’s resident night of 
music video creativity, hosted by Adam Buxton – comedian, DJ, music video 
expert and YouTube comment rustler.  As always we have a varied collection of 
new work, considered the very best by the BUG team from the vast amount of 
music video content produced in the past couple of months. And Adam will be 
checking the online reactions to some of those videos, and clicking on more 
gems on his laptop. 

And we are delighted to welcome very special guests to BUG this evening. From 
El Guincho to Justice, via Scissor Sisters, Oh Land and more, in the last couple of 
years it seems that rarely a show has passed without us featuring a wonderful 
video by the Spanish directing collective known as CANADA… And finally they 
have been lured here from their base in Barcelona to talk to Adam on stage in 
NFT1. And they are all here: that’s the directing trio of Nicolás Méndez, Luis 
Cerveró and Lope Serrano, plus their redoubtable producer Oscar Romagosa. 
Later on, they will be discussing their career, and the development of that 
unmistakeable CANADA style.  

But we begin with the latest video by BUG regular Tobias Stretch – and his third 
for the English alt-rock outfit Post War Years. Tobias’ work is easily identifiable: 
he creates bizarre characters from existing materials, bringing them hauntingly 
to life in real locations via stop frame photography. His early videos were 
invariably set in the Appalachian wilderness where he grew up, but his Post 
War Years trilogy is urban-based – and he has introduced a human element. In 
The Bell the human heroine, Arianna, is engaged in a conflict with adversaries 
Robogranny, her alien child Gorky and an ‘insectalinoid’ – whilst defending the 
magnificent Glass Dalek. The result is one of Tobias Stretch’s most mesmerising 
music videos yet.  

The ingenious video for Belgian band Willow’s Sweater, by young Belgian 
director Filip Sterckx, sends Willow singer Pieter-Jan Van Den Troost on a 
fantastic journey without him leaving the confines of the studio – and it’s all 
done in-camera. Here projection-mapping is used to make a low-budget video, 
with three projections of CG-created images beamed onto the walls and ceiling 
of the studio, with which Van Den Troost interacts (with very entertaining 
results). 

Nearly 50 years on from Subterranean Homesick Blues, the Bob Dylan promo for 
Duquesne Whistle (from new album Tempest) is hard to resist. That’s down to 
Nash Edgerton, the Australian director and occasional stuntman, injecting 
typical conventions of Hollywood romantic comedy with a healthy dose of 
cynicism. Daniel ‘Cloud’ Campos plays the impulsive guy, attempting to woo a 
girl as she leaves work – who regards him, as any reasonable person would, as a 
weirdo stalker. And things get much worse for him – intercut with Bob, walking 
the same LA streets with his highly distinctive entourage.  

In Max Friedrich’s video for Lorn’s Weigh Me Down, a videogame ‘hero’ finds 
himself a long way from SuperMarioWorld, in a subversive, politicised twist to 
gaming in general and the 8-bit aesthetic in particular. Friedrich’s previous Lorn 
video for Diamond followed similar themes – but here the character, already 
blessed with bovine horns, develops increasingly beast-like qualities himself in 
order to survive the ‘game’ in a blood-red cityscape. 

The late Joey Ramone’s homage to his hometown New York City has inspired 
Greg Jardin to prove once more he is a master of inventive stop-frame 
animation. In this video he has engaged over 100 New Yorkers, including a 
smattering of celebs (including Reggie Watts, Andrew WK and Anthony 
Bourdain) to don a Ramones-style leather jacket, and lipsync a few moments of 
the song as he travels all over NYC. He broke it down into 1600 images, then 
painstakingly shot the video over three weeks in the middle of the baking NYC 
summer. It’s a tremendous achievement and a wonderful video. 

Then comes a video for an exciting new talent, by the name of Bugg. Jake Bugg, 
that is – a still-teenage troubadour from Nottingham, who enjoys a smoke, as 
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we find in the promo for latest single Two Fingers by Jamie Thraves. A bright and 
breezy portrait of Jake and his mates is tempered by the dramatisation of a 
volatile, boozy homelife, featuring actors Vicky McClure and Craig Parkinson. 
This director’s cut shows how Thraves is a masterful director; the scene 
featuring McClure and Parkinson is no cliché of alcoholic horrors – it does have 
its lighter side...   

At which point we will welcome the members of CANADA to the stage, to 
discover some secrets about this remarkable partnership. Directors Nicolás 
Méndez, Luis Cerveró and Lope Serrano have been working together since 2008. 
They previously worked individually as directors – Nicolás in Madrid, Luis and 
Lope in Barcelona – and since Méndez moved to Catalonia, the directing and 
producing entity they called CANADA (yes, after the country) quickly 
established themselves as a major force in commercial production in Spain.  

But it was their sideline in inventive, retro-tinged music videos that led to wider 
recognition. That began with the video for El Guincho’s Bombay – an irresistible 
compendium of random, comic-surreal vignettes featuring numerous topless 
women, establishing a theme carried through in several subsequent videos. We 
will be revisiting these videos, and something of the team’s less well-known 
Spanish output. And even though it premiered last time out at BUG 32, we will 
also be showing CANADA’s return to music videos after an absence of nearly a 
year, with the video for Justice’s New Lands, a brilliant reworking of the 70s sci-fi 
movie which invents its own hybrid sport. 

We return to the main programme with French director So Me’s video for Major 
Lazer’s Get Free. This is largely a straight-ahead observational documentary, 
capturing life in Jamaica – but it’s just so absorbing in capturing the 
rumbustious vibrancy of the island: from tough boxers, to sweet school kids; 
and a special focus on girls dancing in the popular, provocative style.  

There are appearances in the Get Free video by Amber Coffman, from Dirty 
Projectors, who appears on the track, and DJ producer Diplo – the main man 
behind Major Lazer. Which means it is the first of a Diplo double: our next video 
is for Set It Off – by Diplo featuring Lazerdisk Party Sex – directed by Ryan 
Staake, who, in looking to create a forward-scrolling visual to match the track’s 
hypnotic energy, came up with the ‘infinite pole dance’: that’s lots of 
awesomely adept pole dancers on a pole that reaches into the sky, and beyond. 
Crucially, Ryan captures the skill and beauty of the dancers above and beyond 
the eroticism – but some internet wit has described this video as NSFP (Not Safe 
For Physicists).  

Like Ryan Staake, Kahlil Joseph is another director new to BUG, but he has made 
a big impression with his short film showcasing clips of three tracks from the 
new Flying Lotus album Until The Quiet Comes. This is a journey through 
Nickerson Gardens, one of the poorer (and violent) districts of Los Angeles, 
where the humanity and brutality that coexist is portrayed in a form of visual 
poetry. It’s a disturbing yet beautiful film, featuring the considerable talents of 
dancer Storyboard P.  

Our final video is by another directing outfit new to BUG. In fact, Peking – the 
directing duo of Nat Livingston Johnson and Gregory Mitnick – have won lots of 
accolades and festival screenings for their shorts, ads and music videos – 
including several for the fine Brooklyn-based band Here We Go Magic, most 
exhibiting a surreal, comic style. It certainly applies to their latest for HWGM, 
for It’s Hard To Be Close, which reveals what happens when three strangers are 
stuck in a lift for a very, very long time. Absurdist comedy at its very best.  

So we hope you enjoy the show – and we’re back at the BFI for our final shows 
of the year in mid-December. Look out for more details on the BUG website, 
Facebook page – or sign up to the BUG emails to receive news directly into your 
inbox by emailing your details to us at info@bugvideos.co.uk. 
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Join the BFI to take priority! 
Many of our films and special events sell out 
during the member priority booking period. Join 
today for just £35 (£20 concessions). 

 Priority booking for all films, previews and 
festivals including The Times BFI London Film 
Festival  

 2 free tickets for the same screening and £1 
off tickets for you and up to 3 guests at the 
BFI Southbank or the BFI IMAX (excluding 
The Times BFI London Film Festival) 

 A monthly booklet delivered direct to your 
door 

 20% off BFI books, DVDs and an annual BFI 
Library Pass 

 35% off an annual Sight & Sound magazine 
subscription (save £16)  

 Exclusive website offering a free short film 
download each month 

BFI Membership helps to save film for future 
generations to enjoy - pick up a leaflet in the foyer, 
visit the Box Office, telephone 020 7815 1374 or 
visit www.bfi.org.uk/membership 
 

BFI SOUTHBANK 
There’s more to discover about film and television 
through the BFI. Our world-renowned archive, 
cinemas, festivals, films, publications and learning 
resources are here to inspire you. 
At BFI Southbank, you can book or pick up 
your tickets at a new box office and 
information centre. 
Browse for books and DVDs in the Filmstore.  
Choose from our vast collection of film and 
TV to view for free in the Mediatheque, a 
brilliant new space designed by award-
winning architects Adjaye/Associates. 
Check out artists’ film and video work in the 
Gallery. 
Meet friends, relax, have a drink or 
something to eat in our new benugo bar/café. 
See films or take part in wide-ranging 
debates, discussions and events in The Studio 
or one of our three refurbished cinemas. 


